Parliamentary Government in England
the Cabinet lacks for the hard business of thought is not
traceable to weakness in men, any more than the "vices
of departmentalism" are due to that weakness. Both are
limitations set by the material with which we have to
grapple. The best we can do is to make all the provision
we can to assure ourselves that when a Cabinet does take
office it is aware, so far as may be, of what it wants to do
on the widest intellectual basis upon which its generali-
zations may be framed. But not less important is the
courage to go on with the policy to which it has set its
hand. Parliamentary democracy can outlive a good deal;
it cannot survive^over any long period a, lack of courage
in its rulers. For, thereby, the institutions through which
it lives are permeated by an energy and purposiveness
which elevates the moral stature of the whole people.
Good government, in the long run, is always courageous
government. But courage in the ruler is not merely a
matter of willing what is right; it is also, as Plato said,
knowing what it is right to wilL
The Cabinet system, as we have inherited it, provides
at least the basis upon which that knowledge may be
made available. By being set in the context of party, it
moves from the plane of concept to the plane of action.
No other context, granted the framework of the system,
could adequately take its place. Granted all the weak-
nesses inherent in the party-structure of representative
government, we have seen that it alone makes possible
such an organization of the people as permits the articu-
lation of preferences. It relates, that is, not merely con-
cept to action; it relates those concepts to action which
have behind them the driving power of number. The
Cabinet is the trustee of that driving power. It is essen-
tially on the faith of its trusteeship that it becomes a
Cabinet; and its power to govern is, at bottom, deter-
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